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[01] Abbott, Thomas Kingsmill
(Trans.) Kant's Critique of
Practical Reason and Other
Works on the Theory of Ethics.
London: Longmans, Green and Co.,
1889. Fourth Edition. 8vo. Hardback.
Good. lxiv, 368pp, iv, 24pp adverts.
Recent full calf, spine divided into
six panels, title label to second
panel, contrasting author label to
fourth, date to foot, remaining panels
decorated in blind with elongated
fleuron roll, covers with single fillet
border in gilt. Spine very slightly
faded, otherwise very good
externally. Light foxing to
frontispiece and edges of text block,
a few instances of pen and pencil
lines to margins, but generally fairly clean. The fourth revised
edition [002234] £60.00
[02] Abbott, Thomas Kingsmill (Trans.)
Kant's Introduction to Logic, and His
Essay on the Mistaken Subtilty of the
Four Figures. London: Longmans
Green & Co., 1885. First Edition. 8vo.
Hardback. Good / No Jacket. [4], 100pp,
original cloth, title, author and publisher
to spine in gilt. Rubbed to extremities,
especially spine ends, lower cover
slightly discoloured, corners slightly
bumped. Internally lightly browned,
otherwise clean [002236] £30.00

[03] Bernard, J.H. (Trans.); Kant,
Immanuel. Kant's Kritik of
Judgment. London: Macmillan and
Co., 1892. First Edition. 8vo.
Hardback. Good / No Jacket. xlviii,
429pp, [3], original cloth, title, author
and publisher in gilt to spine. Spine
slightly faded and rubbed, corners
bumped, edges of covers slightly
darkened, text lightly browned
throughout, but generally clean
[002237] £45.00

[04] Courtney, W.L. Life of John
Stuart Mill. London: Walter Scott,
1889. First Edition. 8vo. Hardback.
Good+. 194pp, xi, [1], contemporary
half morocco and marbled paper
over boards, raised bands, spine in
six panels, title and author lettered
direct to second panel, remaining
panels with central fleuron device in
gilt, date to foot, t.e.g., marbled
endpapers. Slightly rubbed to
extremities, light foxing to fore-edge
of text block, internally quite bright
and clean. Binding is by Hopkins of
Glasgow [002242] £50.00

[05] Hartley, David; Pistorius, Herman Andrew (Notes and
Additions). Observations on Man - His Frame, His Duty and
His Expectations. London: J. Johnson, 1801. Reprint. 8vo.
Hardback. Good. Three volumes complete - Volume One - xvi,
iv, [1], 6-512pp; Volume Two - xii, iv, [1], 6-455pp, [1] and
Volume Three - xxiv, [1], [458]-768pp, [12]. Later half calf and
cloth, spines in five panels, title lettered direct to second panel,
volume number to fourth. Spines slightly faded, rubbed to
extremities, corners bumped, sporadic foxing to text, but
generally quite clean. The third volume is by Pistorius, with
'Notes and Additions to Dr. Hartley's Observations on Man, to
Which is Prefixed A Sketch of the Life and Character of Dr.
Hartley'. Mixed edition, volumes one and two are the fourth
edition, the third volume is the third edition [002262] £275.00

[06] Herder, John Godfrey;
Churchill, T. (Trans.).
Outlines of a Philosophy
of the History of Man.
London: J. Johnson, 1803.
Second Edition. 8vo.
Hardback. Good+. Two
volumes complete - Volume
One - xxii, 518pp and
Volume Two - xv, [1], iii-vii,
[1], 619pp, [17],
contemporary half calf and
speckled paper over
boards, smooth backs
divided into five panels, title
and volume label to second
panel, remaining panels
with central roundel device in gilt. Spines slightly faded, slightly
rubbed to extremities, previous owners name to ffeps and
head of title of volume two, notes in French in pen to ffep of
volume one. Second edition in English of Johann Gottfried
Herder's first major essay on the philosophy of history
[002263] £600.00

[07] Home, Henry, (Lord Kames). Elements of Criticism.
Edinburgh and London: Bell and Bradfute and William Creech
and T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1807. Eighth Edition. 8vo.
Hardback. Good+. Two volumes complete - Volume One - xvi,
518pp and Volume Two - [5], 4-575pp, [1]. Full marbled calf,
smooth spines divided into six panels, title label to second
panel, contrasting volume label to fourth, remaining panels
with central quadrilobe tool in gilt. Spines slightly faded just
running around on to covers, slightly rubbed to extremities,
corners slightly bumped. Internally some light foxing, but
generally quite bright and clean. Book label of Fasque
(Gladstone's ancestral home) to front pastedowns. First
published in 1762, in this work, "Kames sought to propound
the fundamental principles of criticism drawn from human
nature" (ODNB) [002259] £175.00

[08] Hume, David. Essays
and Treatises on Several
Subjects. Edinburgh: Bell
and Bradfute et al, 1825.
Reprint. 8vo. Hardback.
Good+. Two volumes
complete - Volume One - iv,
544pp and Volume Two - vii,
[1], 507pp, [1]. Contemporary
full calf, spines in six panels,
lacking title labels to second
panel, volume labels to fourth
panel, remaining panels
decorated in blind, triple fillet
in gilt bordering elongated
flower roll frame in gilt in turn
bordering an inner flower and
leafy stem roll frame in blind, oval gilt stamp of Glasgow
University to centre of covers, gilt roll to board edges, all
edges marbled with marbled endpapers. Spines faded, lacking
title labels, slightly rubbed to extremities. Internally pages very
slightly browned, minor scuffing to front pastedown of volume
one where something (probably a prize book plate) has been
removed, a coloured pencil bracket to fore-edge margin of F4
of the first volume, otherwise fairly bright and clean [002260]
£250.00

[09] Locke, John; Hollis,
Thomas and Law, Bishop
Edmund (Eds). The
Works of John Locke. ill.
Cipriani, F.B.. London: W.
Strahan, J.F. And C.
Rivington, L. Davis, W.
Owen et al, 1777. Eighth
Edition. 4to. Full Calf.
Good. Four volumes
complete - Volume One [6], iii-xl, *xli-*xlviii, xli-lvi,
788pp, [14]; Volume Two [2], 681pp, [11]; Volume
Three - [2], 610pp, [8] and
Volume Four - [4], 644,
*645-*651, 645-670pp,
[10]. Contemporary speckled calf, raised bands, spine in six
panels, leather title label to second panel, oval volume label to
third, remaining panels with central lozenge made up from
smaller tools with cross hatch corner pieces, gilt rolled border
to covers, gilt roll to edges, French curl marbled endpapers.
Covers rubbed, outer joints rubbed and slightly chipped in a
couple of places with small amounts of loss to leather, small
split to head of volumes one and two, larger split to foot of
volume one, but all holding well, corners bumped with small
amounts of loss to leather, scrape to lower cover of volume
one. Internally frontispiece is lightly foxed with minor offsetting
from frontispiece on to title, chart in volume one is spotted and
creased with small tear to one fold, some minor browning, but
generally quite bright and clean. Presentation inscription on
ffep to John Vane 'from his old school fellow and friend ???
Graham'. Engraved portrait frontispiece by F.B. Cipriani to
volume one, folding chart (Analysis of Locke's Doctrine of
Ideas in his Essay on Human Understanding) to volume one.
With the book label of Earl Vane to front pastedowns. This
edition is a reprint of the Hollis edition of 1768, "with some
editing and additions by Bishop Edward Law. The 'Defence'

and its appendix in vol. 1 were written by him. Though he
omits the Latin text of the first 'toleration' letter, he does
include some additional letters (v4. pp.*654-651), all except
the letter to Bold here published for the first time" (Yolton).
Yolton 370 [002232] £1,500.00

[10] Loeb, Jacques. Forced Movements, Tropisms, and
Animal Conduct. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company,
1918. First Edition. 8vo. Hardback. Good / No Jacket. 209pp,
[1], original cloth, title, author, series title and publisher in gilt to
spine. Rubbed to extremities, with scrapes to joint between
spine and upper cover, corners bumped and worn. Internally
lightly browned throughout, pencil notes to rear free endpaper
and rear pastedown. For Jacques Loeb, (1859-1924), see
DSB:VIII:445-447 [002243] £30.00

[11] Malthus, T.R. An Essay on the Principle of Population;
or a View of Its Past and Present Effects on Human
Happiness; with an Inquiry Into Our Prospects Respecting
the Future Removal or Mitigation of the Evils Which it
Occasions. London: John Murray, 1817. Fifth Edition. 8vo.
Hardback. Ex-Library. Good. Three volumes complete Volume One xvi, 496pp; Volume Two - iv, 507pp, [1] and
Volume Three - iv, 500pp. Later half morocco and cloth, spines
in six panels, title lettered direct to second panel, volume
number to third, with library crest (University Club Edinburgh)
to sixth, library crest repeated to centre of upper cover, t.e.g.,
marbled endpapers. Rubbed, corners bumped and worn.
Small library sticker to front pastedown, but no other stamps or
stickers, occasional light foxing, but generally quite bright and
clean. The Fifth edition, "with important additions". Einaudi
3670 [002251] £350.00

[12] Martineau, James.
Types of Ethical Theory.
Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1885. First Edition. 8vo.
Hardback. Good+. Two
volumes complete - Volume
One - xxiv, 479pp, [1] and
Volume Two - viii, 539pp, [1].
Half morocco and marbled
paper overs boards, raised
bands, spines in six panels,
title lettered direct to second
panel, author to third and
volume number to fourth,
place and date to foot, t.e.g.,
marbled endpapers. Spines
faded, rubbed to extremities,
small scrape to bottom corner of upper cover of volume two.
the first and last few pages are foxed, otherwise fairly bright
and clean [002261] £95.00
[13] Maudsley, Henry. The
Pathology of Mind. London:
Macmillan and Co., 1879. Third
Edition. 8vo. Hardback. Good / No
Jacket. x, [2], 580pp, 8pp adverts,
original cloth, title, author and
publisher in gilt to spine. Spine
slightly dulled, covers rubbed,
internally fairly bright and clean. The
third edition, 'recast, enlarged and
rewritten'. Henry Maudsley, (18351918), medical psychologist, "The
Physiology and Pathology of Mind,
published in 1867, which was widely
admired, and extensively translated,
revised, and enlarged in later
editions" (ODNB) [002246] £60.00

[14] Mill, John Stuart. A
System of Logic,
Ratiocinative and
Inductive, Being a
Connected View of the
Principles of Evidence,
and the Methods of
Scientific Investigation.
London: John W. Parker,
1851. Third Edition. 8vo.
Hardback. Good. Two
volumes complete Volume One - xvi, 502pp
and Volume Two xii,527pp, [1]. Slightly later
half morocco and cloth,
spine in six panels, title lettered direct to second panel, volume
number to third. Spines worn, gilt faded and barely visible,
rubbed to extremities, pages very slightly browned, previous
owners name to ffep, otherwise fairly bright and clean
[002253] £65.00
[15] Mill, John Stuart. An
Examination of Sir William
Hamilton's Philosophy and of the
Principal Philosophical Questions
Discussed in His Writings. London:
Longmans, Green, Reader and Dyer,
1878. Fifth Edition. 8vo. Hardback.
Good. xvi, 650pp, [2], 24pp adverts,
original cloth, title and author to
spine in gilt. Spine slightly faded,
worn to extremities, small split to
cloth at head of joint between spine
and upper cover, light stain to lower
cover, light foxing to first and last few
pages, otherwise quite bright and
clean [002252] £25.00

[16] Mill, John Stuart. Dissertations and Discussions
Political, Philosophical and Historical. London: Longmans,
Green, Reader and Dyer, 1875. Third Edition. 8vo. Hardback.
Good+. Four volumes complete - Volume One - vi, [2], 474pp,
[4]; Volume Two - [6], 563pp, [3]; Volume Three - [6], 379pp,
[3] and Volume Four - [6], 302pp, [2]. Modern half calf and
marbled paper over boards, raised bands, spines in six panels,
title lettered direct to second panel, author to third and volume
number to fourth. Spines slightly faded, text lightly browned,
light stain to foot of Mm8v and NN1r, but generally quite clean.
The fourth volume is the second edition. Einaudi 3898 (for the
second edition) [002239] £250.00

[17] Montesquieu; De
Secondat, Charles-Louis.
The Works of
Montesquieu. London:
Vernor and Hood, 1800.
First Thus. 4to. Hardback.
Good. Three volumes
complete - Volume One xxx, 390pp; Volume Two xi, [1], 404pp and Volume
Three - x, 486pp. Full calf,
modern reback, smooth
backs divided into six panels, title lettered direct to second
panel, volume number to fourth, date to foot, gilt roll border to
covers, with gilt roll to edges and inner edges, marbled
endpapers. Worn to extremities, especially corners with some
loss, bottom edge of covers of volume two with light water
stains, inner hinges reinforced with cloth tape. Internally lightly
browned generally, occasional heavier browning, previous
owners name to ffeps, with pencil notes to ffep of volume one,
tear to margin of A3 in volume two, ix/x misbound before the
rest of the contents pages in volume three. Portrait of
Montesquieu, from elsewhere, laid down on page opposite title
in volume one. Seven locations in ESTC [002238] £300.00
[18] Moore, George Edward. Principia
Ethica. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1922. Reprint. 8vo. Hardback.
Good / No Jacket. xxvii, [1], 232pp,
original cloth, title, author and publisher in
gilt to spine. Slightly rubbed to extremities,
lacks ffep, half-title browned with split from
foot of about an inch, rear free endpaper
lightly browned, otherwise internally quite
bright and clean. First edition was 1903
[002258] £20.00

[19] Muller, F. Max (Ed);
Noire, Ludwig (Introduction);
Kant, Immanuel. Immanuel
Kant's Critique of Pure
Reason - In
Commemoration of the
Centenary of Its First
Publication. London:
Macmillan and Co., 1881.
First Thus. 8vo. Hardback.
Ex-Library. Good. Two
volumes complete - Volume
One - [9], vi-lxii, [2], 510pp,
[2] and Volume Two - xxx,
[2], 735pp, [1]. Ex-library, but
with only one stamp to title of volume two. Recent full calf,
spines in six panels, title label to second panel, volume label to
fourth, date to foot in gilt, remaining panels decorated in blind,
single fillet gilt border to covers. Spines very slightly faded,
otherwise externally very good, internally some light foxing,
especially to first and last few pages, lightly foxed to edges of
text block, text generally fairly clean. NLS only in COPAC
[002264] £350.00
[20] Pascal, Monsieur; Kennet, Basil
(Trans.) Thoughts on Religion and
Other Curious Subjects. London: John
Pemberton, 1731. Third Edition. 8vo.
Hardback. Good. [2], xliv, 224, [209][224], 225-315pp, [1], full calf, modern
reback, spine divided into six panels,
earlier title label laid down to second
panel, date to foot, original covers with
double fillet gilt border. Spine slightly
faded, corners worn with small amounts
of loss, upper cover with band of surface
abrasion across width, lightly browned
internally, small stain to head of title, but

generally fairly bright and clean. Previous owners names in
pen to font pastedown and ffep, previous owners (Stainbank)
armorial book plate to front pastedown. With initial
advertisement leaf, a reissue of the second edition with a
cancel title page [002240] £150.00
[21] Rabel, Gabriele. Kant. Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1963. First Edition. 8vo.
Hardback. Good / No Jacket. xx, 381pp,
[1], original cloth, title, author and
publisher in gilt to spine. Upper cover
unevenly faded (poorly cleaned?), slightly
rubbed to extremities, text lightly browned,
otherwise fairly bright and clean [002235]
£15.00

[22] Reid, Thomas. An Inquiry Into the
Human Mind on the Principles of
Common Sense. London and
Edinburgh: T. Cadell and T. Longman
and A. Kincaid and J. Bell, 1769. Third
Edition. 8vo. Hardback. Fair. xvi, 383pp,
[1], full calf, recent reback, spine in six
panels, title label to second panel, date
to foot. Rubbed to extremities, corners
slightly bumped. Internally browned and
lightly foxed throughout, occasionally
heavier, especially towards the end,
light water staining to final few leaves.
The third edition, the first edition was
published in 1764, of Reid's most
important work [002244] £95.00

[23] Russell, Bertrand. A Critical
Exposition of the Philosophy of
Leibniz with an Appendix of Leading
Passages. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1900. First Edition.
8vo. Hardback. Ex-Library. Good / No
Jacket. xvi, [2], 311, [1], original cloth,
title, author and publisher in gilt to
spine. Ex-library with stamp to title and
once to bottom margin of text. Recased,
original backstrip laid on with small
amounts of loss to spine ends, rubbed
to extremities. Internally occasional light
soiling, a few instances of marginalia,
pages very lightly browned, but
generally fairly clean. "Russell's main approach to philosophy
remained through mathematics ... By sheer intellectual
analysis in his study, he offered a completely original
interpretation of Leibniz's philosophy; and soon afterwards had
the happy experience of having his views confirmed by the
discovery of some of Leibniz's manuscripts which had never
been published" (Martin, Bertrand Russell - A Bibliography of
His Writings, pages 7-8). Martin 019.01 [002257] £40.00
[24] Russell, Bertrand. Mysticism and
Logic and Other Essays. London:
Longmans Green and Co., 1918.
Reprint. 8vo. Hardback. Good / No
Jacket. vii, [1], 234pp, original cloth, title,
author and publisher in gilt to spine.
Spine dulled, slightly rubbed to
extremities, edges of text block lightly
foxed, light foxing to text. First published
a year earlier by George Allen and
Unwin. Martin 172.03 [002256] £25.00

[25] Russell, Bertrand. The Analysis
of Matter. London: Kegan Paul,
Trench, Trubner and Co.,1927. First
Edition. 8vo. Hardback. Good / No
Jacket. viii, 408pp, [16] adverts,
original cloth, title, author and
publisher in gilt to spine. Spine
slightly faded, small split to cloth at
head of joint between spine and
lower cover. Edges of text block
foxed, light foxing to edges of first
and last few pages, otherwise fairly
bright and clean. Martin 315.02
[002255] £50.00

[26] Sacks, Oliver. Awakenings.
London: Duckworth, 1973. First
Edition. 8vo. Hardback. Good+ /
Good+. ISBN: 071560709x. xiii, [1],
255pp, [3], original cloth in DJ. DJ
slightly rubbed to extremities, minor
chipping to head of spine, price
blacked out on front flap, pages lightly
browned, otherwise quite bright and
clean. Later made into an Oscar
nominated film [002245] £40.00

[27] Stephen,
Leslie. The
English
Utilitarians.
London:
Duckworth and
Co.,1900. First
Edition. 8vo.
Hardback. Good /
No Jacket. Three
volumes complete
- Volume One viii, 326pp;
Volume Two - vi,
382pp and
Volume Three - vi,
525pp, [1], original cloth, bevelled boards, title, author, subject,
volume number and publisher in gilt to spine, t.e.g. Chipped to
head of spines, rubbed to extremities, previous owners book
plate to front pastedowns (George Macaulay Booth), otherwise
fairly bright and clean. Covers Bentham, James Mill and J.S.
Mill [002254] £100.00
[28] Stuckenberg, J.H.W. The Life of
Emmanuel Kant. ill. Krausse, A..
London: Macmillan and Co., 1882.
First Edition. 8vo. Hardback. Good+.
xiv, [2], 474pp, [6], 32pp adverts.
Recently rebound in full calf, spine in
six panels, with title label to second
panel, contrasting author label to
fourth, date to foot, remaining panels
decorated in blind with elongated
fleuron roll, single fillet gilt border to
covers. Spine very slightly faded,
internally the text is very lightly
browned, minor foxing and browning to
engraved portrait frontispiece and

tissue guard with some off setting on to title, previous owners
name to head of half-title, otherwise fairly bright and clean.
The first biography of Kant in English [002233] £75.00
[29] Whewell, William.
The Philosophy of the
Inductive Sciences,
Founded Upon Their
History. London: John W.
Parker, 1847. Second
Edition. 8vo. Hardback.
Good. Two volumes
complete - Volume One xxxii, [2], 708pp and
Volume Two - xiv, 679pp,
[1], full calf, spines in six
panels, title label to
second panel,
author/volume label to
third, first panel with
crown and tudor rose
tools, bottom panel with crown and portcullis tools, remaining
panels with central floral spray surrounded by volute corner
pieces, covers with double fillet border, tudor rose corner
pieces and central coat of arms all in gilt, gilt roll to edges,
marbled endpapers, all edges marbled. Spines slightly faded,
rubbed to extremities, several minor scrapes to leather covers,
corners bumped. Internally quite bright and clean. William
Whewell, (1794-1866), college head and writer on the history
and philosophy of science, "Whewell's two major works,
History of the Inductive Sciences (3 vols., 1837) and The
Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences (2 vols., 1840; 2nd edn
1847), were appreciated as considerable achievements when
they appeared. Even his critics drew upon the History, but the
Philosophy was seen by some as too close to Immanuel
Kant's idealist epistemology. Herschel and Jones, for example,
regarded this as inconsistent with the empirical character of
scientific inquiry and a threat to its claim to offer true

descriptions of the natural world. Today, however, Whewell's
work is seen as posing some of the central issues of the
philosophy of science the relationship between theory and
observation, the role of imagination and hypotheses, and the
concept of theoretical revolutions, all supported by appeals to
the historical record" (ODNB). His 'Philosophy' ranks
"alongside Mill's 'System of Logic' and Herschel's 'Preliminary
Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy' ... as one of the
masterpieces of Victorian philosophy of science"
(DSB:XIV:293-4) [002241] £350.00
[30] Wittgenstein, Ludwig; Anscombe,
G.E.M. (Trans.) Philosophical
Investigations. Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1953. First Edition. 8vo. Hardback.
Good / No Jacket. x, 232 and 232e,pp
(parallel German and English text),
original cloth. Spine faded, rubbed to
spine ends and corners. Text lightly
browned, a few instances of pen
marginalia and pencil underlining, but
generally fairly clean. Errata slip laid in
[002247] £125.00
[31] Wittgenstein, Ludwig; Anscombe,
G.E.M. and Von Wright, G.H. (Eds).
Zettel. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1967.
First Edition. 8vo. Hardback. Very
Good / Good. v, ve, [1], 124, 124e, [1],
parallel German and English text,
original cloth in DJ. DJ browned to spine
and edges, small chip to head of DJ at
joint between spine and upper panel,
internally quite bright and clean
[002248] £35.00

[32] Wittgenstein, Ludwig; Russell,
Bertrand (Introduction). Tractatus
Logico-Philosophicus. London: Kegan
Paul, Trench, Trubner and Co., 1933.
Reprint. 8vo. Hardback. Good / No
Jacket. 189pp, [3], 20pp adverts, original
cloth, title, author and publisher in gilt to
spine. Spine very slightly dulled, rubbed
to extremities, pages browned, previous
owners name to ffep, otherwise clean.
The first reprint 'with a few corrections'
after the first edition of 1922. Parallel
German and English text. Martin 237.03
[002249] £125.00

[33] Wittgenstein, Ludwig.
Preliminary Studies for the
'Philosophical Investigations'
Generally Known as the Blue and
Brown Books. Oxford: Basil
Blackwell, 1958. First Edition. 8vo.
Hardback. Good+ / Good. xiv, [2],
185pp, [1], original cloth in DJ. DJ
lightly browned generally, spine and
edges browned, top edge worn with a
couple of small nicks. Internally quite
bright and clean [002250] £25.00

